Presentation Boards
Teacher Information Sheet

Want your students to receive real experience in your interior design class? How about using
Presentation Boards to allow students to visually create plans for a design project and present it
to the class. This is a great activity for students to use as a semester or final project because it
allows them to incorporate everything learned within the class and demonstrate their
comprehension of the skills. This project can be done individually or in groups. When done
individually, it is always nice to see what different students come up with for the same venue.
Feel free to choose other venues to assign for the students to use but here are some that
always turn out great. You also have to choose the budget amount; I usually use $25,000!
Design Project Venue Ideas
 School Cafeteria
 Library
 Classroom (CTE-since they usually have more equipment)
 Teacher’s Lounge
 Business Office
 Small Restaurant
 Home basement
Feel free to use this project along with the Design Process Presentation.
P.S. Presentation boards can be used for a variety of projects. They are professional looking and they
get you out of the rut of always having students create posters or PowerPoint presentations.
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Interior Design Presentation Boards

Students will create a Presentation Board for a chosen and/or assigned design project. Projects
will be graded on and should include the following components. Students will need foam board
for the final presentation board.
Points
Possible
20 PTS
5 PTS
15 PTS
10 PTS
10 PTS
5 PTS
15 PTS

10 PTS
5 PTS
5 PTS
100 PTS
10 PTS
5 PTS

Performance Task

Points
Earned

Budget complete/stayed within budget
Stated Color scheme and justification
Used/identified all elements/principles of design (stated)
Floor plan included and drawn to scale
Room dimensions labeled
Pictures/cost of all items needed to be purchase to complete design
3 or more background materials included on board that is needed for
the design (ex. Paint chip, wall paper sample, flooring sample, fabric
sample, etc.)
Justification for why this design is appropriate for the design project.
(Use at least 5 vocabulary words)
Correct spelling and grammar
Each design aspect properly attached, labeled and neatly assembled on
board
TOTAL POINTS
**BONUS**
Colored Sketch of completed project venue
Colored One wall elevation sketch
This project will be due on ________________________.
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